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Abstract
Information research isn’t a recent activity, it’s a rediscovered
one since this discipline seems to be more and more required.
For instance, to know how to quickly and efficiently browse up
information is extremely important. Information browsing
systems tend to personalize the access to the information; their
goal is to deliver to the user the appropriate information
answering his needs, his interests and in general, his profile.
Information browsing systems tend to model the user according
to a profile then include it in the access channel to the
information, in order to answer more efficiently to his needs.
This article describes a modeling and construction technic of a
user profile based on a general ontology that uses its structure. It
will also detail our method of concepts request extraction and
similarities measurement within interests. In addition, we
evaluated our approach by using user profiles on delivered
results by a browsing website. Consequently, we will present
some experimental results.

Keywords: User profil, Ontology, Web semantics similarity
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1. Introduction
The general models of information research are built on
the assumption that the user is presented by his request,
therefore for a given request, browser systems shuffle the
same results list even though the users have a different
need. The recent works are oriented to a broad definition
of the user, it’s a research trend that aims to use the
systems centered on users that are presented by a user
profile.
The analysis of the user behavior is of a particular
importance. For instance, by knowing how the user will

develop strategies to search for information, it will be
possible to propose meaningful information for research.
Modeling profiles and how to adapt them to different users
who do not have a clear idea about the information they
are looking for will enable to offer personalized access to
content of scientific papers based on the operating use
profile.
There are several definitions of the user profile (Wahlster
et al., 1986) defined it as follows: "A user profile (or user
model) is a set of data about the user of a computer
service. It is a source of knowledge acquisition that
contains all aspects of the user that can be useful for the
system’s behavior. The user profile is extracted from the
history of the user's requests, the goal is to find documents
that were checked, and these documents are called "active"
with respect to the query. The user profile is generally used
by the information retrieval systems across the access to
the information chain , further work is around the feedback
from users when launching an application including
systems Information Retrieval RID Distributed Peer-toPeer , where a node can be both a client and a server.
Indeed, on one hand, the user retrieves a list of results, on
the other hand the search information feeds its knowledge
base information provided by the user, including
newspapers queries and traces of clicks to improve the
relevance of results.
Our goal is to build a user profile based on ontology to
semantically interpret the user query. In fact, we can find
the same list of results for a single query submitted by
users with different information needs. For example, for
the "Apple" request, some users want to retrieve results
treating the "Apple" brand, while others are interested in
finding results treating the "Apple" fruit.
Our contribution focuses on the structural representation of
the user profile based on the ODP ontology. In fact, ODP
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is represented by a tree structure of concepts (referred to as
categories), this structure can be regarded as a graph where
each node is a concept. More specifically, our contribution
is divided into three main areas: modeling and construction
of user profile, the choice and definition of the focus of the
user and the extraction of the concepts of user request.
Finally, to test the effectiveness of our approach, we have
applied a technique of reordering results in the Google
search engine based on the similar user profiles.
The first section gives an overview of the existing work,
the second section presents our approach with different
axes, the third section presents some experimental results
evaluating the performance of our approach and finally the
final section ends with a conclusion and gives an overview
of our prospects.

A matrix representation of the user profile is adopted in
(Liu et al., 2004), the matrix is constructed from the search
history of the user to incrementally establish categories
representing the interests of the user and associated
weighed terms reflecting the degree of interest of the user
for every category.

2. Related works

3.1 The ontology of reference

The user interests center is represented by its request to the
system of information retrieval. There are many
representation techniques of the centers of interests that
form the user profile. A naive representation of interests is
based on key words, such as the case of web portals
MyYahoo, InfoQuest, etc. There are other more elaborate
representations to illustrate the interests of the user. (Sieg
& al. , 2005 and Challam & al., 2007) illustrate it
according to the present semantic concepts weighed
general ontology, or as matrices by concepts (Liu and al .
2004).
(Gowan, 2003 & Sieg and al., 2004) proposed a model of
the user profile based on a class of vectors each of which
represents an area of interest of the user. Approaches to
semantic representation operate as references ontology to
represent user interests by the weighed vectors of concepts
of the ontology used. We include the hierarchy of concepts
of "Yahoo" or ODP as sources of evidence most often used
in this type of approach. (Challam and al., 2007) builds the
user profile on a technique of supervised classification of
documents deemed relevant by a measure of similarity
vector with ontology concepts of the ODP. This
classification allows multiple search sessions, to associate
with each concept of the ontology, a weight calculated by
aggregating the similarity scores of documents classified
under this concept. The user profile will consist of all
concepts with the highest weight representing user interest
centers. On the other hand (Sieg and al., 2005)
simultaneously exploits the interests of the user
represented by vectors of weighted terms and hierarchy
“Yahoo” concepts. The user profile will consist of contexts
each formed of the adequate concept representation for the
research and the other is the concept representation to
exclude from the search.

We chose to use the ontology domain ODP (Open
Directory Project) as a reference, it is our source of
semantic knowledge in the extraction of concepts of the
application process. Semantic categories of an ontology
are connected with the type relationships "is a", each
category of the ODP represents a concept, it is the area of
interest of a user. ODP editors are manually designed to
match each concept to a set of web pages whose content
matches the semantics related to the category. The ODP
data is represented by two files of type "RDF", the first
"Structure.rdf" contains the tree structure of the ontology
and the second "Content.rdf" list web pages associated
with each category. These pages are considered the most
relevant for the query selected by domain experts. Every
category is represented by a title and a description of its
meaning, the description contains the titles and
descriptions of its subcategories. Above is an excerpt from
the architecture of the ODP.

3. Representation of the user profile based on
ontology’s structure
In this section, we start with a representation of the
reference ontology used to represent user profiles, then we
present our approach to modeling and building user profile,
we highlight the concept extraction methods of the user
request and the method of calculating similarity of focus.
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Figure 1: Extract of the ODP ontology architecture.

3.2 User profile presentation
We propose a semantic representation of the interests of
the user based on the architecture of the ODP ontology.
Indeed, as mentioned earlier the ODP data is represented
by two files of type "RDF" (Structure.rdf and Content.rdf),
the first file contains the tree structure of the ontology and
the second file list pages associated with each category
web. The aim is to represent the user profile using the
same structure of the "Content.rdf" file to exploit the
architecture of the ontology. We define the "Profil.rdf" file
constituting the user center of interest, each category is
referenced by the following information:






Catid: Identifier of the concept,
LastUpdate: The date of the last modification of
the category
Termes: Weighted list of the category’s terms.
Documents: List of active documents relative to
the request
Score: the score of the category.

Each concept (also called category) is represented by a
vector of weighed terms selected from associated web
pages (pages considered most relevant by the publisher of
the ontology), this vector is stored in the property "Terms"
in the file "Profil.rdf" to be used in the measurement of the
extraction of the concepts of the user query. We detail in
the following sections the process of representation of
categories by a vector of weighed terms, as we give a
detailed description of our concept extraction process.
After extracting the query concepts, the information
retrieval system stores the user’s interaction to determine
the documents visited in relation to these concepts, these
documents are called assets relatively to the query. Thus,
for each concept, all these active documents are saved in
the property "Documents" of the file "Profil.rdf".
The score of a category is then the number of its uses by
the user in order to give a weight to the user center of
interest.
Finally, a similarity measure of the center of interest is
applied between all concepts of the application and user
profiles in stock so they are used in the access to
information system.
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processing of natural language. We chose to use
TreeTagger as a morph-syntactic analyzer. It is distributed
free of charge for research purposes. It is a tool that allows
annotating a text with information deemed relevant. It was
developed by Helmut Schmid in the project "TC" in
ICLUS (Institute for Computational Linguistics of the
University of Stuttgart). TreeTagger allows labeling of
German, English, French, Italian, Spanish, Bulgarian,
Russian, Greek, Portuguese, Chinese and old French texts.
It is adaptable to other languages if their lexicon and
manually labeled corpus is available. Finally, it is possible
according to our needs custom develop the desired
specifications.
Following our needs we proceed as follows:
 Elimination: taking off insignificant words (in
English: one, and, the, in, under …), these words
are called "empty words".
 Segmentation: looking for elementary units that
match the words.
 Recomposition: finding compound words.
 Lexical Analysis: Recovering words to a
morphological basis form (gender, number).
 Lemmatization: consists on grouping words with
the same origin.
Thus, each category noted Ci is represented by a vector Vi,
the vector contains a list of weighed terms. Wij the weight
of term Tj in the category Ci is calculated as follows:
wij = pij * log( N/Ni)




pij : degree of Tj representation capability in Di.
N : number of subcategories.
Ni : number of subcategories containing the Tj
term.

3.4 Concepts Extraction
After representing every category of the ODP by the vector
model, we proceed to the extraction of the concepts of the
query by a vector similarity measure between vectors
representing all categories of the ODP noted V(Ci) and the
vector representing the query noted V(R). Indeed, the
query is made by the vector of its significant terms, these
terms are derived by applying the same survey form used
in the previous phase. By applying the cosine similarity
measure, the proximity of a request R to a class Ci is given
by:

3.3 Categories representation
In order to represent every category by a vector of
weighted terms, we use the pages considered relevant
defined by domain experts in the "Content.rdf" file. For
this, we apply a study form using a tool for the automatic



E(V) is the components of the V vector.

Mathematically it is considered that two vectors are similar
when the cosine of the nail formed by these two has a
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value greater than 0.8. Finally, the concepts with the most
similar representative vectors to that of the query will be
considered as concepts of the query.
Example:
Consider the query "course java". We Suppose that
TreeTagger tool generated the vector representing the
following query:
V(R) = {course, java}
We will calculate the similarity of the vector with that of
the already given concept Ci generated.
V(Ci) = {development, informatique, software}
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of its concepts VC(Ti). On the other hand, the user
expresses his need by a query containing a vector of
weighed term VR(Ti). Thus, to infer the interests of the
current user, we measure the similarity between these two
vectors. We chose to use the cosine measure, applying the
same principle to the concept of extraction.
In summary, for each user request, we deduce the concepts
of the query that is the center of interest, then we select the
profiles of users with the same interest center by measuring
their similarity.

4. Experimental Evaluation

The similarity between the vectors is:

Since the cosine is less than 0.8, we know that the concept
is not the query concept.

3.5 Measures of similarities of centers of interests
To use the profiles of users with the same interest center,
we need to measure the similarity of their interest center.
The interest center of the user is defined as a weighed set
of concepts. In the literature, several studies have been
developed, (Rada and al., 1989) have suggested that
semantic similarity can be calculated based on taxonomic
relationships " is-a ". More generally, the similarity
computation may be based on the reporting relationships of
specialization/generalization. One of the most obvious
ways to rate the semantic similarity in taxonomy is to
calculate the distance of the shortest path. The authors
emphasize that this proposal is valid for all links
hierarchical (is-a, kind -of, part-of, ...), but must be
adapted to other types of links (cause, etc. . ) .
(Budanitisky and Hirst, 2001) compare five measures of
semantic similarities or distances using WordNet
(Fellbaum, 1998) (where the relation " is-a " is restricted to
nouns and verbs). A complete state of the art is presented
by (Patwardham, 2003) which compares these measures in
relation to assessments made by human subjects.
The vector space models are widely adopted (Bar, 99) and
(Sal, 83). These approaches use a feature vector in a
dimensional space, each representing the similarity concept
and calculate based on the measure of the Euclidean
distance or cosine.
We represented the center of interest of a user by a
weighed set of concepts, the weight represents the rate of
use by the user. Every concept is referenced by a vector of
weighted terms. For a more accurate similarity at least, the
interest center is represented by a vector of weighted terms

To evaluate our approach, we adopted the technique of
reordering search results using user profile, our reordering
function is based on the combination of the ranks of
documents and score documents provided by all user
profiles with the same interest center (we explained in the
previous section, our method of calculating similarity of
interests). Thus, examining these user profiles, the score of
the document is its attendance rate compared to all
concepts of the query.
The final score of the document is calculated by the
following formula:
SF(Di) = SdR(Di) * (Nb – Rang(Di))




SdR(Di) : Score of the Di document in respect to
the query,
Nb : Number of results provided by the browser
Rang(Di) is the rank of the Di document.

We relied on two measures commonly used in
classification, recall and precision. This is the "rate of
return", ie the ratio between the number of relevant
documents found during a search and the total number of
existing relevant documents. The other indicator is the
"accuracy rate" is the ratio between the number of relevant
documents found during a search and the total number of
documents found in response to the question. These two
concepts are often used because they reflect the point of
view of the user: if precision is low, the user will be
dissatisfied because it will waste time reading information
that is not interested. If the recall is low, the user will not
have access to information they wished to have.
We measured our approach with 100 requests for multiple
domains, the following figure shows the results for both
precision and recall measures. The first tests presented in
this figure are very encouraging. The comparison of our
approach with existing ones shows that our approach is
competitive.
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Figure 2: Evaluation precision / recall

5. Conclusion
We presented through this paper a method of modeling and
construction of implicit user profile using the structure of
the ODP ontology. We can use the wealth of theories
graphs across the access to information chain. We intend to
use our method to classify the results in our meta-search
engine. We also plan to use it to develop a diagnostic
system to assess our meta search engine.
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